Second Annual Meeting
(Fifth Meeting of the Society)
Saturday, October 29, 1983
9-17 Seabury Hall
Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut

8:45 - 9:20 A.M. - Coffee and Doughnuts
9:20 - 9:30 - Opening Remarks

**Acting and Perceiving in Infancy - Three Talks**

9:30 - 10:00 "Context and hand preference in the development of infant bimanual coordination." Gene Goldfield (Connecticut College and Boston Children's Hospital) and George Michel (Boston Children's Hospital)

10:00 - 10:30 "The development of reaching for moving objects in infancy" Claes von Hofsten (M.I.T.)

10:30 - 11:00 "Infant perception of affordances for traversability." Gary Riccio and Eleanor Gibson (Cornell University)

Break

11:30 - 12:00 Discussion of Infancy talks

12:00 - 12:30 P.M. - "Remote perceiving" - Robert Hoffman (Adelphi University)

Lunch

1:30 - 2:00 "How to do things in Speech Research that you never dreamed of - (yet)." Philip Rubin (Haskins Laboratories) and Robert Remez (Barnard College/ Columbia University, and Haskins Laboratories)
2:00 - 2:30 "How to do things in Speech Research that you never dreamed of - (yet)." Robert Remez (Barnard College/Columbia University and Haskins Laboratories) and Philip Rubin (Haskins Laboratories)

2:30 - 2:45 Discussion of Rubin and Remez talks

2:45 - 3:15 "On describing what is perceived: Seeing 'velocity' vs. seeing 'push' in moving objects." Geoffrey Bingham (University of Connecticut) and Sverker Runeson (Uppsala University)

3:45 - 4:45 Continuing discussion of Ecological Psychology and Cognition. Framework will be established in remarks entitled "A proposal for historical methodology." Edward S. Reed (Institute for Independent Social Journalism)

4:45 Business Meeting

Post meeting -

Food, drink, and conversation at

"The Keg"
99 Sisson Avenue
Hartford, CT (marked on map)

The next stop after The Keg, is
The Nutshell, a Michael Turvey favorite.